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A thorough grasp of the detailed functioning of the UNIVAC depends 

upon understanding the interrelationships of its various components~ For 

this purpose, a short demonstration rou.tine embodying all instructions 

will be introduced into the computer~ and its execution will be traced~ 

step by step" The level of the treatment is indicated lY.r the detail of 

Figure U-IOO. Simplified Block Diagram of UNIVAC o 

The reader should be acquainted with the instruction code f, and have a 

general knowledge of the pri~ary purposes of each of the principal units 

of the UNIVAC System: the 'UNIVAC (Central Computer), Supervisory Control~ 

UNISERVO t UNIPRINTFR, and UNITYPER~ 

The System is assumed to be energized and ready to receive a probleITb 

The demonstration routine has been placed on s. magneti,:; tape and this tape 

is mcrunted on UNISERVO Noo 10 The Clock and Cycling Unit (CU) provide the 

timing signals required to control the sequencing of the computer.., 
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The problem is started from the Supervisory Contro~" by setting f the 

Ini tial Tape f-elector 'f\.ri tch (not shown) to ".1", and depressing the In! tial 

Read Start ButtonQ The next appropriate signal from the Cycling Unit acti-

va tes the lni tia1 Read Cireui tso The Initial Read Timer steps the Ini tial 

Read Switch (IRS) to its first positlon9 This prepares the computer to re

c~eive data from the UNISERVO., ~lhen the IRS is stepped by the IR Ti!Tler to 

the next positicn. the first 60 words from UNISSRVQ NOQ 1 are transferred 

over the Read BuSt through the Input, Synchroni2er, to Register I.. The 

IllPU t. Synchronizer accumulates the words at the campara ti vely slow rate of' 

the tape 8nd trmlsfers them to Register I at the much faster speed of the 

computer.., When the sixtieth word has been transferred to Register I ~ the 

~ms is stepped t.o its next posi tiono Next the block of 60 words is trans

ferred from Register I over High Dpeed Bus Nov 1 (Input) {HSBI I), through 

the High Speed Bus Amplifier~ over High Speed Bus No. 2 {memory) (HSB2M) \I 

to the first 60 :'OC8. tions in the memory 1> The Ckld-even Checker counts the 

pulses of each digit as it passes, and stops the computer if ~~ even count 

is registered for any digi te The IRS is now stepped to its final posi tion,. 

'lrlhich starts the computer on its normal cycle of operationse 

3Q The Four-Stage Cycle of Operation 

Each instruction word contains a pair of instructions. called the 

left and right ins true ticns 0 The computer executes first the left, and 

then the righto Prier to executing the instruction-pair,} the memory lo~.;a

tion containing the word must be determined, the word extracted from the 

memory t and placed in a speeial register" the Control Register (en) 0 



Thus, four events must occur in sequence: (at) determination of the memory 
location of the instruction word, (~) extracting this word from the memor,y 

and transferring it to CR, (D) executing the left instruction, and (b) 

executing the right instruction0 This sequence is followed until the COl1\c-

puter is stopped by an error signal or by a stop instruc tion 0 

The Greek letters·a: ,(\,er ,0 indicate the time intervals or cycles 

during which 'the operations listed above take placeQ A special counter 

called the Cycle Counter (ey) keeps track of the currect cycleo CY has 

two binary stages, and thus can count to fourG The start circuit provides 

a sigt'lal which clears CY to cr. 0 The termination of each operation produces 

an ending pulse (EP) which steps CI to the next stateo 

When CY is in the (4 -state, signals are sent to the Function '1 able (Fl') 

'Which cause the memory location number contained in the Control Counter (C) 

to be transferred over HSBlA to the HSB amplifier and thence over HSB2A to 

OR and through a delay line to the Static Register (SR)a CY is advanoed 

to the ~-state by an ending pulseo 

The three decimal digits of the desired memory location are set up in 

the right part of SR, early in t3=time, md control tile Memory Svi tcho 7he 

tens and hundreds digits select the desired ten-word memor.y channelc To 

obtain the desired 'Word in the group of ten J use is made of the Time 

Selection Counter (TSC)u This counter runs continuously, counting from 

zero to nine and repeatingQ Its reading corresponds to the number of the 

word next to appear at the output of the mercury delay lineG T.nis is the 

only word in the group which may be extracted at that particular instanto 

The units digit in fR 1s compared with TSC~ and when coincidence occurs, 

a special Time Selection (TS) pulse permits the word to be transferred 

from the memor,y over HSBIM to the HSB amplifier and thence over HSB2A 

to eRo 
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The Control Counter reading is routed to the adder, while the in-

struction 't,]oro is being extracted from the memoryo A unit is added to the 

previous memory location number, providing the number of the next rnemoT'fJ 

location in the normal sequence, t.Jhich is returned to C. An ending pulse 

then advances CY to the Y -state. 

The left instruction of the pair circulating in CR '.Jas sent to SR at 

the end of ~ -time<! During i -tine, the two instruction digits control 

the Function Table to inl tia te the desired opera. ticn. The three memory 

location digits control the Nemory Switch, to extract the data word which 

is to be operated upon0 At the conclusion of the operation, an ending 

pulse advances CY to the 6 -statel\) 

The right instruction passes to SR at the end of y -time. During 

(; -tir'le, the instruction digits control the Function Table and the roemoljl' 

location digits control the Hemory ~i tch as described for the left in-

struction. Hhen the operation prescribed by the right instruction has 

b~en executed, an ending pulse steps CY to the ~-state and the four-cycle 

sequence is repeated with the next pair of instructions. Instructions may 

be provided, ~"hich alter the nom.al sequence of memory locations containing 

instructions, thus permitting choicest iterative routines, etc" 

The four-cycle operation of the UNIVAC is summarized in the following 

table: 
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CO Read out of C to CR& Transfer CR to SR0 Give 
ending pulse," 

01 Read out ('f memory to CRt) Transfer left instruc
tionto f'Hu Increase C by uni ty Ii> Ending pulse 
associated with T3 signal~ 

10 Execute (left) instruction set up to SR Q Transfer 
right instruction to SRo Ending pulse associated 
with instruction executed,~ 

11 Execute (right) instruction set up in SRi!) Ending 
pulse associated tTi th instruction executed" 

4,-~ Data Transfers 

The first twelve InstrtJctions are conta.ined in memory locations 000 

through OOSc:These J.llustrate the various \,lays of tran.sferring information 

from one memory area to another" The r,ollo",ing quanti ties have been intro-

duced into the memory and "lith the instructions constitute the block of 

60 ~10rdS now in the first 60 memo~ty locations: 

Hernory Quantity Hemory Quantity 
Location Location 

041 Xo 04.8 Zo 

042 Yo 049 Zl 

043 11 050-059 :e;·o-c'9 

The tl,,;elve inst.ructiol'ls will ~a) transfer Xo to memory locations 

201 ~"1d 301, (b) interchange Yo and Yl with 210 and Zlf! and (c) transfer 



l1emory Instruction Location 

000 B 041 
L 042 

Xo '""'~rA 
Yo -~ rL 

and 
and 
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rX 
rX 

001 F 043 Yl ~rF rA lmChaIlged 
V 048 Zo, zl ~rV Y(), Yl inter-

002 ~ , 042 zl ~O42, 043 
changed with 

~'f zo" 
",T (~8 Yo ~ 048 zo~ zl 

003 G 049 Yl ry 049 
H 201 :leo -7 201 

004 e 3m Xu ~ .301; 0 ~rA 
K 000 0 -?> rL 

005 y 050 Go·e·~9 ->rY 
z 210 i~O·" .c9 -.p 210 .. It ~ 219 

Returning to the Control Circuits, the stimulation of the start 

(!d.rcui t by the In! tlal Head S\Oli tch clears CY to a: 0 The Control Counter 

is registering OOO~ the first memory location... During OC -tim ~ this memoX"J 

location is transferred through Cll 'GO SIt~ During ('J --time, the instruction 

pa.ir B 041 L 042 t located at 000 in the memory {word 0 of channel 00) ~ 

is tre~srerred to CR and the left instruction (B 041) to SR. A unit is 

also added to the nu.mber in C.'t so that C contains 001 at the end or{3-timeo 

During if -time" the memory location digits "04tt select channel n04 t at the 

HeIOOlj1' Swi tch;;. and the digit "1 n is tompe.red with TSC un til TSC reads "lit () 

The TS signal, in conjunction with the FT signals called for by the inst.ruc;-

tion digit B, no\.J close the clear gate of A,) open the memory output gate and 

the input gate of A:.> The previous contents of A are cleared out and simul-

taneously Xo is transferred from memoJ"1J channel "04" to A,~ As soon as the 

tr.ansfer has been completed~ the Control Cireui ts e~ t a signal called "1.'irne 

Out" (TO) ~ Wl ich closes the input gate to A,. and opens the clear gate in A 

to permit Xc; to circulate in A until neededo The TO signal lasts for one 

rninor cYf~le ~ to alloH time for the Fir S1g1:3.1s of the next instruction t,u 
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'build up and the old signals to die outo (A minor cycle is the time 

required for a ,.Jord to pass a given point. in the eomputero) 

The ending p·ulse froM the control oireni ts steps CY to 6 ~ and the 

right instruction (L 042) is execut,ed in a similar mannero 'This time the 

TS signal, which initiates the transfer of Yo' is given when TSC reads "2n'i 

l'he clear and input ea tes of Register L are opera t.ed by 'IS and the FT signals 

are produced by the instruction digit 'tV' in SIt~ 

In addition to the operations described~ the instruction digits B and 

L also cause a quantity on the HSB2A to be read into Register X, a.fter its 

previous contents have been cleared(!) Thus, at the end of 0 -tine~ the 

quanti ty xa;> is circulating in both Registers A and X0 At the end of ~ -time'fi 

the quantity Yo is circulating in both Repisters L and X1) WhereafJ Xo is nOll 

c:trculating in A onlY1! X having been cleared prior to the read-in £of' Yoa CY 

is nO"l in theU,-stateE> 

The four-cycle sequence is now repeat~d with the second instruction 

pair ;r~' 043 - V 048) from memory location 0010 At the end of r) -time t> 

this instruction ""Ord is circulating in CR. 1i t.he left instruction {F 04,3) 

:has been sent to SR, and C reads 002w The quantity Yl is read out of the 

memory into Register F during T -time, as soon as TSC reads "3'n n rfhe F 

instMJction does not provide a read-in to Xo 
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The right instruction (V (48) is executed during 6 -·timeo This in-

etructlon reads two successive words from the memory into Register Vo Sines 

a basic operation is limited to a single word transfer, the Program Counter 

(PC) is required when more ~ one basic operation is needed in the execu-

tion of an instruction" The ttV" instruction digit in SR in conjunction with 

PC controls the Function Table to J8 rmit tvo worda to be transferredo In 

this case, the TO signal, which ·terminates the operation, is delayed by FT 

until the words in post tiona Itg" and "9· of channel "04" have passed onto 

HSBlM through the memory output gateo Likewise the input gate of V is held 

open for two minor cyclaso 

As the resul t of the execution of the first four instructions, Xc is 

circulating in Register A, Yo in L and X, Yl in F, and the pair of words 

zO' z'il is circulating in Vo All of these words are also circulating in 
..,\" 

their original places in channel n04" ot the memoI7o 

The instruction word (W 042 - J 048) from memory location 002 1s placed 

in eR and the two instructions executed durIng the nex't, four cyclesG(~ ~ 7) 'If 9 

and 60 C is augmented to 0030 The instruction, W 042, in conjunotion with 

PC, allows the t\U) words, Zo and zl' to be transferred into channel "04" of 

the memory as soon as the TS signal 1s giveno {TSC reading "2")0 U r] 048" 

causes Y' 0 in X to be placed in memory channel n04" as vord "8"0 As B.IW 'Word 

1s read into a memory location, the previous contents are clearedo 
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The. instruction pair {G 049 ''- H :201) frl.)m mmory location 003 brings 

about the transfer of Y" from Register F to meloory channel n04" as word "9ft ~) 
-~ 

and the tranater of Xrg from A to memory channel n20" as word "1"0 Thi.s com-

pIe tea the inter change of y () ~ 11 with Zo j zl and the transfer of Xc from 

Mem:>ry loc;ation 004 yields C ,301 - K 000, as the Instruction pair 

next to be executed\) The "en instruction d1g1 t operates exa.'i~tly as the URn 

.instruction digi t~ exeept that it introduces de(~ima1 zeros (symbol HZ") from 

the Cy~ling Unlt into Register A as z(O is passed onto HSBlAo When the fiX 000" 

in ~hannel noo" is not passed -to HSBIMo The "Kill instruction digit r;pens the 

output gate of Register A, the input gate 01" Register 1~ thus permitting the 

c(~nt..en<ts fOf' A to pass ~l.nto L, and also 1n.trodu«::es z into A trom CO 'to replace 

the fiOrmel" contents of Ao Thus~ registers A and L now both contain decimal 

zeros" and Xc 1s circulating aa word "1" in both channels ff20" and "30" 0.1"" 

the IneDX>r;yo 

The final instri.lction pair fy 050 - Z 210) of tlhls group carries (()'ut 

a ten-word t.ransf'ero try 050· causes the entire channel "0;" to be trans-

f·erred t:v RGgistar Yo The Program CO'Wlter is again used to provide the TO 

signal at the end of the ttm='wurd transfero Again each word c~ntinues to 

circula te ir! :memory channel "'05" in its formor place in addi t:l.on to en taring 

1'0 "Z 210n -oauses the ten words in Y to bs transferred to memory c~annel 

\l121" 0 The Cvntro~!- Coun·tar now contains O()6~ and next gr~:JUp of instructions 

is ready to be oarried outo 
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lrhe aecond gr',;,up of 22 instructions illustrates the execution of the 

S(9ver'al types of algebraic add! tion and the rOUl~ shift inBtruCtiOOS0 Da.ta 

w\n-ds are. noli located as f1()11,o'W's: 

Memory 
1oeat1on 

04·1 

Zo 

1~a addition InBt~lctions are to solve the equation: 

~ a 
i :leo + '10 -- 2z.f;\ I liZ OWl {) 
~ ~ 

{It 1s assumed that XOSI Yo and £:0 are all poei tive quanti tlesQ) The four 

shift instructions are introduced t\tJ torm the absolute value of the sum and 

to round-.::>ff the sum to eight sig.aiflcan.;l;. diglt.so 



Msmox'y J.:nstr..:&cJti.ons 
LOClS,tlf)ll 

006 B 03'9 
c 000 

fJJ7 fl ~l 
J'A 048 

008 S t'. # ~":. 

\,.;~ 

X 000 

(X)9 ;,1 00('1 .. J 

03 oC() 

U~.Q A 038 
't (YolO o ~ .. 

01] 03 000 

(""< 
V 044 

,- - - .- - - -- - - - - - -
-1 0'00 

U 033 

- -
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Preparation fOl'" possible overflow in the 
addit:i.on operation 

x:o ~')-:rA 

rA .w; Xrc~ 411., Yo; if overflow go to 000 

rA '«ol, Xo ". Yo M 2;0 

rA ~ ::ttl) + Yo ..... 2zo 

Shi.ft (rA) one pla(~e left, dropping sl.gn 
Shift {rA) three places right 

Add round-";:,rf 
5bift (:r.A) 'one mOl'e pla'::~ right 

Shift (rA) three places left tiiJ reposition 
atter round-orr 

t(O/v4) ~ we .'ii' i Xo + Yo ".., .2z0 ' with l"o'und-of;r 

Overflow subroutine: Shift (:rAJ one-pla(~a right 
rrransfer eontrol to O:n 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
OJ3 A f)3'l 

0.34· 
... ··1 000 

035 C O/~ 
B O!.~ 

iQ36 00 000 

Add one unit in M3D position 
.1 0/.;:) ~ f x '*' v, )/1 C \ ........ "{) ~f,) '."--' 

(rAJ ~' ~'o 
Shift (rAJ one pJace right 

(042) ~ Z'c./10 
(rA) ... txQ ir y,)/lO 

-----~--------------.-----... -.-.----.--------------~. __ .-------------------------------
OJ? OlOOOO 000000 Oni t in\ MSD poei tion 

038 000000 00000, 

039 -1. 000 U 03.3 

-----... -.. -. ..-,~,----.-.-~.-------.-----------.-
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Should overflow occur irA the summing operation" thS)oq-futer will 

automa ticaIly insert the pair of instructions l'vcated in the first memory 

looation {OOO)o Consequently~ an instru.otion pair to initiate the desired 

'corrective actlon must be placed in Ooop prior to performing an additiono 

The instruution pair {B Q39 - C 000) from 006 transfers storage ,r 0.39) 

tIl) 000 the instructions to initiate corrective a(!tion in case of' overflovo 

The left instruction (B 041) fr-om om brings 'Xc into Register Ac;. The right 

instruction f~A 048) dlrec·ta the addition ot Yo to xo ' the sum being plaoed 

in Ao 'l'he asterisk indicates ths poss1bili ty of overflowr) 

7' 0 Add! t,ion 

'rile add instruction tAj 1s executed in several stepso F'1rst Yo is 

t-ransf€lrred from 048 to Xo The TO signal from the Control Circuits, which 

.term,nates the transfer 9 steps the Program Counter rather than the Cycle 

Cmmtero While the next set of cuntrol signals from the Function Table 

Ltnit18,ted jointly by PC-2 and nAn) are building up" the quantities Xo in 

A and Yo in X are transferred s.imultaneously to the Comparator {CP) 'Over 

special paths,- Here the relative magnitudes and the slgns of Xo and Yo are 

compared 0 The Comparator sends olGntr()I signals to the Adder which appends 

the sign of the larger magnitude to the sum, and actuates the complementer 

if the sma~l1er magnitude has a sign !Opposite to tha.t of the :'argsI-'o During 

the second step)! ~ from A and Yo from X are sent via special paths to the 

Adder t and the sum 1s re turned t'j A tI again by a special pa tho 1he ending 

pulse then advances CY to begin the llelxt ~~yc:e<, 
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Sho'JJ...ld a carry fJ(:cur when the! lfJOSt signifl-:;a:at. decimal digits are 

tained :I.n CO 'lbUS'il dur1.ng ~-tims\l the instruction pair from 000 (.no'W -1 000 

11 033) is rQuted to CR~ rather thantha.t from 008 {the present reading of C),) 

:fUrther, the quat\tity in C is not augmented by a unit, as would normally 

8() (}~arrlow Routine 

'The instTllction tt_l 0001'i will. ,i;.8USa 'the de~imal dig! ts in At except 

the sign dig! tt tv be shifted one place righO!':'~. This is accomp.li-shed by 

rroU ting the w<:)ro. through a de lay pa.th which takes "Jne dig! 1;- time less 'than the 

nt.)rmal ra-Cirt~lllatl":)ll path.() The Jeast slgnir1(~ant digi·t is dropr...ed p and a 

decimal zero is s·uppli.ed from the Cycling Un! t .for the most significant, 

digit of the shifwd word" The sign is routed over the normal pa.th$! and thus 

remains in its proper posl ti.onc' 

'rhe inatructlQn \lIlU 03Jt!1 interrupts the normal sequence ",r instructions 

in. the fol1owlng ma\J..n,er: During6 -tim9 il the Function Table signals set, up 

by "'u" transfer the three memory location dig! ts (here '5033 111
) from CH t,;) C f' 

than from 008. the previous number in Co 

'I'll" instl"Uction pair (A 037' - C 044) t1 from 0';;31) causes a none" in 

the MSD pt)si tiOll to be added to 'the sum in A t thus supplying the digit lost 

in. the addi tion producing the overfl~)w(, The instruction C 044 then trans-

fars the c(.)rrected sum to 044 for temporary storage() 
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In order that the de~imal pointe may be al1gned~ the quantity, ZOS) 

which 1s to be subtracted from the sum Xo + Yo ~~st be shifted right one 

place 0 This is accomplished b,y' the next three instruct1~ns9 DB 042n~ 

"-.-.1 000" and ftC 0" ",)1. -, Fi 'jl,u th + t'be tu d t ~ '" na.L~ • e sump Xo .' Yo' mus re rne (l 

Register A!) dup.lica ting the coOOi tiona existing if n'l" overflow had occurredo 

The instruction "00 OOOfl1 is called the "skip" Instructioni' as its only effG0t. 

1s to supply the ending pulse which advances CY to the next state thus "skip-

ping" to the next instructiono "'U OOS" transfers control back into the 

main routine 9 at the point at which the overflow occurredo Sinee oontrol 

transfers are effective <only e.t CC -time, all control transfer i.nstruct1on~ 

must be righthand instructions~ Thus, the ·skip" was required to fill in 

the lefthand inatructio:oc Register A now contains the sum Xo -+ Yo~ and if 

. overflow oCc:lurred the original sum vas shifted ,one place rights) with a ·one" 

inserted in the new MSD positiono 

The instruction pair fs 042 ... X (00) 9l from 008 9 is DOV tiXEH::utedo The 

'lIS~' instruction is oarried out in exactly the same manner as the nA" instruc= 

tion,pwlth the single exception that the sign of the quantity is reversed as 

1 t enters register X ,on the first stepo The "XU instruction utilizes the 

same procedure as the nA" instruction, except that the first step is om ttedo 

Nothillg is read from the memory, but the c\)~arison ot magnitudes and signs 

of X and A by CP)l and the subsequent addition of the quanti ties in X a.nd A" 

are carried outQ Register A nov contains the sum: xe t Yo - 2z
Q

, sinCG 

tI-z-;i' 'Was twice "added" from X to Ao 
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The absolute value of the quantity in A is obtained by the simple 

expedient of shifting !!l digi ts of A oma place lerto Thus t the sign is 

"dropped orrn to the lefta This is accomplished by the ";1 000" instruction» 

vhich introduces an extra delay of one digit-time in the circulation path of 

A, and inserts a decimal zero into the LSD poaitiono The "03 000" instruc-

t1,on shifts all dig! ts of A three places to the right and inserts decimal 

zeros in the sign posi tion and the two following p.osi tionso This is accomplished 

by routillg the entire word in A ov"er the one-digi t-time-shorter path for three 

successive circulationst} '!be Program Counter is used to c:ontrol this shift", 

which is terminated when the reading of PC agrees wi til the second instruction 

dig! t (here 11)") I> 

The word from 010 (A 038 01 (00) adds a "5" to the LSD posi tioD of' 

the sum 1n A,. producing a carry to the next decimal posi tioD if the LSD 'Of 

the sum was "5" or greater (round-aff)o The second instruction then shifts 

the result one more place righta Thus~ the result of the round-orf additioIlf) 

except for the possible carry, is drcppedo 

The final instruction pair {OJ 000 - C 044i, brings the sum~ wo~ back 

to the original decimal point position (if overflow did not occur), and 

transfers Vo to melOOry location 0440 The shift instruction ";3 000'" might 

just as yell have been used here B sinee the lett-most f'our dig! tS!i prior t.r.) 

the left shiftpj were the decimal aeros inserted by the two previous right 

shiftsc. The nOn 000" instruction shifts all digit,s~ exoept sign digit", "nlll 

places to the lefto 
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There are three instructions f'oT acc!omplishing a multiplication: 

Mw N and Po Th~ N instruction differs from the M instruction only in that 

the sign of 'the Dtul tipliar is reversed at the beginning of the operationo 

'fhe P instruction is unique in that it amits the round-orr correction p whieh 

ls supplied by th~ M and N instx-uctions and retains the entire 22-digit pro-

d'i.1(C!to In the following example ~ the M ins truc ti on only will be 111'JStra ted ~ 

and the differences between it and N and P will be p~)inted out at the oon-

clusiono 

A ()omple-te uri! tipli<:ation involves three in8truc:tions: {I) transferring 

the multiplicand from the memory to L ~ (.2) transferring the multiplier to X 

. and initiating the multiply operation which delivers the product ,to A$' aDd 

:(3) transferring the product from A to mem.ory storage/) In the examp.la 

':;hosen ll Xo will 1>8 the multiplicand (abbreviated nlcandft
) t Y'O will be th'8 

multiplier :("ler"') and the product will be delivered to 0450 The three in-

struction5 9 ther~fore~ become: 

Memory 
Lo'cation 

012 

Instruction 

J .... 041 
M 048 

C 045 

Rema.rka 

~ r 0 1111-1 1_ .. 11'111,' xii) -=) 't'-'1..l ",Xro iii! <.> _. p 

'Yo (> XC) -) (y({) J;O -0.12345 678901) 

(rA)=-",,:). 045 «rA) ;;;; -,,01371 742100} 
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register or counter concerned with the nr~ tip.:'y opera tiODo 'I'he Program 

Couuter {PG) is used to \.;:ount the steps of the processo F contains the 

absQlute value of three times the multiplicand (on and af'ter step 4):) !,../ 

c'ontains the mu1 tipl.lcand", '!be pr(:du('~t .3" , l~"and ~ 1s bull t IIp in A during 

the first three steps for transfer t,o F" The round-off ~\Vrreotion is 

pla~~d in A on s~ep 40 Thereaf~r A 00ntains the partial pr~~uct as it is 

bui.:t upon steps; through 15v X 1nitia.:.ly re~61'"ea the multiplier,. and 

on steps 5 through 15 transmits the new mul tipl1er digit tp the Mul tiplier

Quotient Counter (MQC), while receiving the LSD of the old partial pr~:d'Uot 

fram Au MQC receives the complement of the new multiplier digit at the eDd 

I(f eaoh atepo This digi'lt is increased to zero each step by SUc('!fJssiva addi-

tiona as the multiplies of the Wieand" are addedo CP receives the signs of 

"loan" and "ier" on step 3 f) stores the apprlf.'1priate sign of the produot from 

steps 4 through 155) and supplies this sign to A and X on step 150 

S"tep 1 requires a variable number of minor cy~~les!! depending upon the 

posi tion of the multIplier word in the memory channel ~ and is terminated 

at the end or tho TS minor ey~lei' leavi.ng tiierft in X., Also on this step\) 

A is cleared 'to de'oimal zerost) whioh" along with the absolute value of the 

'!9icand" from L" ar& sent over special pa'ths to the Adder9 the sum being 

returned to Ao Steps 2 and. 3 repeat the add! tion of i ilCand t to the contenta 

~f A \l thus building up .3 Ci ! icand t in AQ 

The oontents of A are transferred over the HSB to F on step 40 Register 

A is then cleared to decimal zeros, which. along with the round-off correction 

(00 50000 OOO()(X)) ~ are sent over special pa the to the Addero The sum is re

turned 'tn A" The "ler" 1s sent to MQG, wher6 the nine I/ s complemen't of the LSD 

of "ier" {here tI_l") is set upo All digits of the ~. ierQ
'" in X, are shifted one 

place l'"ight~) a dtH.dmal zero being supplied to tJl:BI sign posi t:1on" 



Tab:b 2 - Mul tiplioa tion Example 

U-3OO -polS 
February 19S6 

~p~cl~~ycl-F---I ",-,,_L==I =. =A, =I'==x ==I~='V' l=c.'v
JP I 

I I xxxxxx xxxxxx I 01l~1l_' _l_l_lll_l+-_XXXXXX ___ ' _xxxxxx_--!o_xxxxxx ___ XXXXXX __ ~-!_ ..... __+~-4__!-

_
1 I TSl I I I 000000 000000 I I I I 
_' ~_--~~--------__ ~~~-~ __ ----~~O-i-l-11-1--1-ll-1-1-1~----~-45--67-~_O_~_,~ __ ~ __ ~ 

R~2+--1 T ......... ~ of-I __ ~I _. I 022222 2222221 I I I 
31 T~1 I I-+---I ---!-I -----!----!------t 

& __ ~---~---__ ------~-__ -.-----~~Q-6-33-3-3--3-33-3-33~~e----------~~--~ 

~~lmDD mml ___ ~~OO-~-O-O-~-~-~-3-4-5-6-~-~-O~-O~--~ 
'j]JTO 1-.: 050000 000000 -1 

lERl '______ \~~ __ ~~06-111-1-1_11-1-1-1 ;-._~_.;;.;_ .......... +_-o-+--__! _ 006111 111111 1-123 456789 0 

~~6~I~m~~R~I------__ --~I~-*,------~OO-~~ll~~ll~1~~~~1~1-~1~2~34~5~~_8_+-~~--~ 
7 1 (>3) 033944 '1,1,1.44 -6 

2 (>3) 067277 777777 -3 
:3 (>3) 100611 111110 0 

IER 010061 111111 011-1 234567 -8 

8 1 (~) 04.3394 '41.,1.,41. -5 
2 (~,) m6727 777777 -2 
3 ( <.3) 087838 888888 ~1 
4 ( <3 ) 098949 999999 () , 

IER 009894 999999 9011- 123456 -7 
a--~~----~~--~--------_+~~~~~~----------~~+_--~ 9 1 (~) 043228 333332 -4 

2 (~ ) 076561 666665 -1 
.3 (0) Ol!'l672 777776 0 

IER 008767 277777 69011 -12345 -6 
j~--~~~---------+---.-------~--------~----------~--~--~ ~10 1

2
' (~) 042100 611110 -3 

~ (~) W;~.3 9~ 0 
! IER 001543 394444 36901 1-1234 -5 
~~--+------...i--.. ,-~-----_+_-----_+_-----_t_-~--_I ~- --III 21 (~ ) 040fTI6 727777 
. «3) 051987 838888 

I :3 «3) 063098 949999 
IER ' 006309 894999 93690 11-123 

1"

,12 12: (~ ) 039643 228332 
, (<3 ) 050754 339443 
~ lER 005075 433944 39369 011-12 

: 13' 1 i2,3 ) 038408 767277 
1m 00)840 ff16727 739.36 9011-1 

; 14 1 «3) 014951 987838 
2 (<3) 026~3 098949 

lER 00260& 309894 97393 69011-

1
5
/ TlO I (<3) 013717 421005 

I IER -01371 742100 -59739 369011 

-2 
-1 
o 

-4 
-1 
o 

-3-~ 

o 
-2 

-1 
o 

-1 
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MQC produce s one or three signals" depending on the value of the digit 

complement it containso It the digit is the complement of .3 or greater, the 

"~n signal is produced; if the digit is the complement of 1 or 2, the "<3" 

signal is generated; and if the digit is decimal 0, the "IER" signal is pro-

ducede> The "~" signal, for each minor cycle during which it is present, 

causes the contents of F (.3 G I icand I ) to be added t.o the partial product in 

A, and also admits three pulses to step MQC three times, thus increasing by 

three the digit complement stored in ~~ The "(3" signal, tor each minor 

cycle during which it is present, .causes the contents of L, less sign <liCand\>, 
to be added to the partial product in A * and admits one pulse to step 1-QCo The 

tlIER" signal, present for one minor cycle only, causes the contents of both 

A and X to be shifted one place right, the lSD from A becoming the M3D of X, 

and the LSD from X being sent to MQC" 

The exa.n:ple should be traced, minor cycle by minor cycle t until the 

process controlled by the three signals: tt~Q, "<.3" and "IER" is understoode. 

It should be noted that the fJon multiplier digit requires one minor cycle; 

a "1" or It,)" p two minor cycles; a ft2", "4"1 or "6", three; a "5" ~ "7" or "9" ~ 

fOUT; and an "S" f five minor cycles per stepo Multiplication by a null 

quantity thus requires a minimum of 21 minor cyclesllP 

On the final step (15) t the sign of the product, whioh bas been stored 

since step 4 in CP, is affixed to the rounded produot in A and to the modified 

low-order product dig! ts in Xo The TO signal precedes this step in order to 

allov time for the FT signals, causing the sign transfer, to rise to their 

proper valU80 Should the final multiplier dig! t be "0" t the IER minor cycle 

of step 15 would follow immediately upon the oorresponding cycle of step 14, 

and the sign transfer might not take placee 
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'The N instructioll differs from the M instruction of the above example 

only in that it causes the sign of the mul tlplier to be reversed upon the 

read-in to 1 on step ]()The P instruction differs only in that the addi

tion of the round-orr correction in step 1+ is om1ttedo Thus~ a 22-digit 

pr-Jduct is correctly registered in A and X, containing respectively the 

high-order and lower-'oroer portions of the producto 

120 Division 

A c.omplete div:lsion involves three instructions: t!.) transferring the 

divisQr from the memo17 to L~ {2) transfarring the dividend to A and initi

ating the divide operation which delivers the "quotient tv A, and (.3) trans"" 

tarring the quotient trom A to mmory storageo The example chosen is that 

of dividing the product 0 'tainsd in the multiplication example by" Xo~ yieldi1J.g 

Yo as the quotientQ The three instructions are: 

Memory 
~o()atioo 

D13 

014 D 

Inatru~tion 

';> 041 11.; 

UI~ 
+"" 

C 01 .. 6 

Remarks 

(045)/xl<) ~rA {(045) ~ -001371 ?42100} 
rA ~ 046 «rA) ;;0 -012345 678900) 

It shQuld be noted that Xo was left in L at the conclusion of the mult1pl1-

cation!; and hence it was not necessary to use the g'L 041" instruction or 

line 0130 

Th\9 oomputer employs the non-restoring method O.r divisioD.o In this 

method tl the divisor is first subtracted from the shifted d1 vidend until an 

overdraft oc~ur8o The number of 8ubtract1,,)ns, D.Q] counting the one which 

produces overdraft, becomes the first (MSD) quotient digito The dividend is 
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again shifted ler'c, and the divisor is added back un til overdraft again 

occurso In this case, the nine \I S oomplement of the number or addi tions ~ 

less the one producing the overdraft, becomes the quotient digit. The 

sequence of alternate subtractions and additions is oontinued until 12 

quotient digits have been deter.min~do A round-off correction is added to 

the quotient, which is then shifted right to become the rounded Ii-dig! t 

quotiento 

Table :3 shows, at the end ot each minor cycle, the contents of each 

register or oounter concerned with the divide operatioDo The steps are 

counted by peo A Binary Counter is used to keep trac~ of the alternations 

of subtraction and additiODo L contains the divisoro Register A 1nltial~ 

. oontains the dividend., and thereafter registers the result of each subtrac-

tion or addition as the operation proceedso Register A also rel'eives the 

12-digit quotient on step 15, and the rounded ll-digit quotient on step 160 

Register X receives a quotient digit from ~, in the I.SD position, at the 

end of eaoh step (3 through 14), after the previous contents ot X have been 

shifted one position letto ~C is cleared to dec:i mal zero at the start of 

each step of the divisioDo It is then stepped once for each subtraction or 

addi tion exoept the one which produces overdrafto The Binary Counter so 

controls the read-out of the quotient digit from MQC to Xt that the digit 

is read out directly following subtraction steps, whereas the nine J s com-

plement is read out following addition stepso The Comparator serves the 

same function as in multlp1ication-i t determines and stores the sign of 

the quotient until needed at step 16 for A and XO 
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"fha Binary Counter is initially set to 1, which produces a signal 

rc>.ausing the Adder to subtract the absolute value of the divisor (from L) 

from the dividend (from A)o Since the Adder "subtracts" by complementing 

the subtrahend and adding, a carry from the twelfth dig! t posi tiOD is ob-

'tained whenavex- the difference has the sign of the minuendo Hence, the 

absence of this carry indicates an overdrafto The remainder will be in 

complement form, indicating a negativ's quantityo tben the divisor is added 

back to the shifted remainder, a carry will eyentual1y be produced, which 

then becomes the overdraft signal on additiono Th$ overdraft signal from 

the Adder is used to produce the °OR" signal In, the Mul tip1y-Di vide Circui tso 

'Ths "ORIII signal serves the same purpose in the division as does the "IER" 

signal in the multiplication-tha.t ot terminating the step and p-eparing tor 

the next stepo 'he "OR~u signal thus reverses the output of the Binary Counter, 

shifts the contents of both A and X one place left, causes the quotient digit 

to be inserted in to the LSD pos! tion in X, and clears MQC to decimal zeroo 

The 12-diglt quotient is registered in X at the end of step 140 ~ 

s·tep 15, this quotient is transferred from X to Ao Atter clearing A.~ the 

roond.,..,off oorreotion (000000 000005) is added, and the sum returned t-.o· Ao (~ 

step 16;; the rounded qu(ytient in A and the unrounded quotient in X are botb. 

shifted right one place, and the sign held in CP is inserted into both 

quo tients 0 An ending pulse is produced OIl step 16 which terminates the oper ... 

ationo 
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- I A 
Cy'c. .. Cty" .. 

I-~'~' I 011111 1111111 x:x.xx.xx 

1 1 1 
--l'S -O13?] 

,(: '110 
1 013717 

':Jl 'TO 
1 002606 
? '~1495 

m 934951 

4 1 0 926063 
.< 937174-
:3 948285 
4 959396 
r. 
~ 910507 
6 981618 
'1 992729 
8 *003840 

ffi 038408 

" 1 
-j) 

027'297 A. 

;2 016186 
J 00;01', 
4 *'~396, 

OR 939643 
6 1 0 950754 

2 96<1865 
3 972976 
/.~ 984081 
) 995198 
6 *006309 

OR (63098 
ry: 
if 1 1 O;519E!'! 

2 040876 
3 029765 
4 018654 
5 OfJl'54J 
6 it996432 

OR 964322 

8 :1 0 9'1~43J 
2 986544 
:3 997655 
4 fltOO8766 

OR I 087666 , 

y J:ndi ca tea Qv~rdrart 

i X 

I 
:x:xxxx.x: I XXXXJCA 

I 
742100 I 
421000 I 
301889 
198778 
9tri'?80 xx:xxx:r 

09889,1 
210002 
32!11.:i 
432224 
543335 
654446 
76555? 
~6668 
766680 xxxxxx 

6;:5569 
544458 
433347' 
.322236 
222360 :x:xxxx.x: 

.333411 
444582 
555693 
666804 
177915 
889026 
890260 xxxxxx 

779149 
668038 
556927 
445816 
J34?'O~ 
223594 
235940 xxxxxx 
347051 
458162 
'569273 
680384 
80J840 xxxxxx 
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I~ ~ CP 
I 

xxx:xJC;l= I I I 

I 0 

I -J .. 

I I 
I 

I 

I 
. 

I I ~, 

..... 

xxxxxl 

-9 
-8 
,~r! 

-6 
~~5 

-4-
-3 
-2 

xxxx12 

0 
1 
;2 

.3 
:lOtX12J 

-9 
-8 
...![J 

-6 
K. 

-", 

-It 
xx1234 

0 
1 
.2 
:3 
4 
;~ 
,,: 

x12345 
-9 
-8 
-7 
-6 

).23456 
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9 1 1 
2 
:3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

OR 

OLO ). ,0 
2 

OR 

III 1 1 
:2 
3 
4 
f$. 
J 

6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
OR 

~~2 ;f :0 .... 
:2 
:3 
4 
:; 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
at 

13 1 1 
en 

P4 1 0 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

OR 
li:"5 TO 

1 
.1 

161~ I 
'" 

Table .3 - Division Examole (Conto) 

f L A 

K01Il11 111111) t776555 692729 (xxxxxx 
065444 581618 
054333 470507 
043222 359396 
032111 248285 
021000 137174 
009889 02606.3 
*99~?7 914952 
981779 149520 :axxxl 

'998890 260631 
*010001 371742 
100013 717420 xxxx12 

~8902 606309 
(177791 495198 
066680 384087 
055569 272976 
04J.458 161865 
033347' 050754 
022235 939643 
011124 828532 
000013 717421 

*988902 6<:6310 
889026 a).3100 xxxl2.3 

900137 174211 
; 911248 285322 

922359 396433 
933470 5ff!544 
944581 618655 
955692 729766 
966803 840B17 
977914 951988 
989026 063099 

*000137 174210 
001371 7"42100 xx12.34 

i*990260 6.30989 
9026a) 309890 xl2345 

(Ol1ll1 111111~ 913717 421001 (xl2345 
. 924828. 532112 
. 935939 643223 

947050 754334 
958161 865445 
969272 976556 
9803~~ 0f!rI66? 
99149 198778 

*002606 309889 
026063 0988<}0 123L56 

12.3456 789001 

I 123456 
-12345 

789006 
678900 -12345 
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X MQC CP 

123456) 0 (-~ 
1 
2 
.3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

234567 

-9 
-8 

345678 

0 ~ 
1 !{ 

2 ~ 
.3 
4 
5 
6 ,., 
8 
9 

456789 

-9 
-8 
-7 
-6 
-5 
-4 
-3 
-2 
-1 

0 
567890 

0 
678900 

6789(0) -9 (-) 
-8 
-7 
-6 
-5 
-4 
-3 
-2 
-1 

789001 
0 

67890:) 
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There is a special cirtftll t in Mete whioh responds to a oarry from the 

units position in that oountero This i;arry proouaea the Ovorfiow algna1 

which operates as previously described under the A instructiono Thus t if 

ten subtraotions of the divisor from the shifted dividend are not enough to 

produce overdraft, carry occurs at MQC which results in the Overflow response-

transfer of control to 000<) Such a result will be produced if the divisor is 

zero" or is nwoerically lass than or equal to the dividendo In effect, this 

requires the correct quotient to be a quantity less than oneo 

l.3n Extraction 

The E instruction parmi ts the replacement of one or more arb! trarily 

selected digits in one word, with the correspondingly located dig! t or another 

warda The complete extraction operation requires four instructions: (1) 

transferring into F the word which controls the extraotion~ (2) bringing into 

A the word whose digits are to be replaced, (3) transferring fram the memor,y 

to HSB2A the word which 1s to furnish the replacement digits, and (.4) storing 

the modified word in the memory Q 

The four instructions are: 

Memory 
Lo"ation 

015 

016 

017 

Instructions 

}i"il 042 
B 043 

E 049 
C 017 

[00 000 
00 000) 

B 2(00) H 400 

Remarks 

Z't) ....... ,> rF (zo);!i; O()(X)ll (00000) 
zl ~rA .(zl ~ B 200 H 400) 

ES 6{Yl) (;n ~ 123417 032657) 
(rAj ~ 017 ((017) ill B 217 H 400) 

The operation to be performed is to select one of the ten vords 0 0 0 a " .~ ~ 

depending on the key digits (5th and 6th) of '11 f! and plaoe this \lord in 400Q 
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The E instruction operates in the following manner: B. signal from F'I\ 

produoed by the presence of "En in SR in conjunction wi th TS causes the word 

in F to be scannedo Each digit which has a binary "one" as the least sig

nificant pulse (all !!!Q decimal dig! ta, B\)D,F f etco) produces no effecto 

Each digit which has a binary "zero" as the least significant pulse (all 2m! 

decimal digits, A,C,E t etco) wll1 cause a special "extract signal", Ep to be 

present for seven pulse times" The '-Eft signal will clear the corresponding 

seven pulses (one computer digit) from the word oircula ting in A, and admit 

in its plaoe a computer digit from HSB2A. Thus, on the minor cycle during 

which the "TS· signal admits a word from the memo17 to HSB2A t the "Etf signal 

will replace certain computer digits in A with corresponding digits from 

HSB2A, as determined by the "extra.ctor" word contained in F 0 Table 4 

illustrates this action for the present example: 

Table 4 - Extract Example 

Digit Position: 12 11 10 9 8 ? 6 ~ 4 3 2 1 ."I 

Extractor an I~) 0 (J 0 0 'l 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 .... 

Old word in A 

(~ c: (:c: 
0 0 H 0 0 4 (0 (0 c:c: c:c: : : Word on HSB2A 

(~ ,.: J. 

New word in A .. B 
r 
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The next group of instructions to be considered are the contro1-

transfer instructions U c; Q, and To The U iDstru~tion bas already been 

described t tmder the A instruction (overnow)o The Q and T instruction 

accomplish the transfer of control in exactlY the same manner as the U 

instruction, but the execution of the transfer is subject to a CDDditiono 

The condition necessar,y for the Q instruction is that all 12 digits in A 

be identical with the 12 dig! ts contained in Lo The condition required 

for the T instruction is that the algebraic magnitude of the quantity re-

gistered in A be greater than that of the ouantity held in Lo If the 

quantities in A and L are not numerical. they are compared on the basis 

of their binary representation in the C=lO code; e.glll, G < X, S -< Y. 

The examF-,le chosen to illustrate the Q and T instructions also invo1ve6 

the remaining instructions to which the computer is responsiveQ These will 

'be discussed as they arise in the description of the exampleo 

I t is assumed that a block of data 1s to be processed J and the results 

recorded, both for future use in the computer and for typing out on a UNI .... 

PRINTER 0 One of three input tapes 1s to be chosen to supply the raw data» 

the criterion being the relative magnitude of the selected 01 (line 017) 

and \10 0 The coding of the example follows ~ 



Memory 
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Q 0:29 
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~t ~ __________________________ , 

020 12 000 

021 30 QSO 

022 R -~L9 

023 55 £ •. 80 

Cf4 61 000 

025 ~O 000 

026 10 026 

027 23 000 

028 "' 1 . .loA. 000 

............... 1111 

029 14 000 

030 00 000 

J-r. .l 120 

50 400 

U Q)O 

76 000 

86 000 

,10 043 

90 ooe 

40 120 

U 021 

31 120 

U 021 

Pi -< 'Wo : T2 ",,~ ... ) :t'"I 

:t"1 -> 120 <!l. <11179; Tl ."",~~.:"1 

rI '"'~~:> ())Oo ~ () 119 
~i ~~ S.,)G~, 

U{o+l) ~")-119 
Go to 060 

(4800 <) <!I 5)9) -> T5 .(100 pulses/inch) 
:(4800 ~ Q 5.39) ...,.~ 1,'6 ! 20 pulses/inch) 

Rewind Tll 
Rewind t6 and set interlock 

Breakpoint 
S.Co .~ 043 

SoCe -~026 
Stop 

Ci :> w~ : 1:3 .~ rI «backward) 
~I ~J200~1i'1?9 

Tl -"? rI 
Go to 021 

~2-~ :r'2 : T.4"'~) ~ 1 

1"1 ~ :1200 OJ ~179; Tl ."'.;,> 1."1 

Go to 021 
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The right instruction from line Ol? 'Was ttH 4001!'1 '} which placed 

«1 :(.i ~ 0000 9 as selected by the key dig! ts of "'1) in 400 but also 16ft 

'-'1 in Ao Line Q18 causes wI{) f'r·om 044 to be placed in 1. and then "'tests" 

to see if 01 > woo The T instruction causes th~ quantities from A and L 

to be sent to the aoupara tor 9 where (A) is subtracted from :'L) in the 

Binary Subtract';));",) If A > L ~ rrJarry will ,OCcnll" and the Conditional Transfer 

KCT) signal will be sent to the Co:utl'J1 Counter to permit it to re:'Jeive th'8 

memor.y location digits whioh havs been sent to -HSB b.Y ORo Thus, if 01 > w~~ 

the dig! ts "O'Z1"1 will replace n019" in C~ and the next instruction word ex-

eauted will be line 0270 However\) if (:1. S WtO~ th(i CT signal is absentt and 

Cremains 'Wlchanged at 019., 

Assuming that the test of line 018 fails, the next line introduces first 

the skip and then the Q instructionso The Q instruction likewise causes the 

q'uan'tltiea from A and L (unchanged by the T instruction) to be sent to CP» 

wherv they become inputs to a Ha~lf Addero If all twelve digits are identical~ 

nQ output will be received from the Halt Addero I.f any two \.iorreaponding 

dig! ts are diss1m11ar l!I the resulting output from the Half hider will inhi bi t 

setting the flip-flop which produces the CT signal" Thus~ the transfer of 

contro::" takes plaoe (as described for the T instruction) if and only if' t.b~ twv 

qu~tities are irlenticalo 

Assuming 01 I WOf then ~1 .( W' o~ and the Q instruction ·will have n(, 

effeet ·.)n C,~ for this alternative, a blo0k of raw data Is to be read from 

the tape on UN!SERVO Noo 2. (abbreviated T2), into nemory locations 120" 0 0179; 

a second block or instructions from 'Tl is to be read into 0600 • e 119; r.!'1 is 'to 

be typed out on the Supervisory Control printer~ and the control is then to 
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be transterred to the first word (060) ot the new instruction blocko At 

the con~lusion ot the processing of the block of data by the instructions 

in 06000.119 (whatever they- lD&7 be), the control is to be returned to line 0230 

150 Tape Instruotions 

The eight tape instructions are executed by' the oomputer UDder the con

trol ot the Central Input-Output and Interlock Circuits, and either the 

Input Synchronizer or the Output Synchronizero Sinplitied block diagrams at 

these circuits are shown as Figso 1, 2, and 3, respeotivelyo 

Referring to Fig. 1, the tape instruction is assumed to be set up in 

the Static Registero The first instruction digl t le passed to the Main 

Function Table and also to the First Instruction Digit Aux111al'7 Function 

Table 0 The latter table 1s designed to produce two of tour possible signalso 

It the digit 1s "4" or ]a ss, the HR" signal (tor "read") is produced. The 

digit "5" or greater produces the OW" signal (tor "write"). It the digit 1s 

odd, the "F" signal (tor tape to move forward) is emitted; an even digit pro

duces the "B" signal (for tape to move backward). To execute the given tape 

instruction, the first instruction digit, in conjunction with PC, produces 

the F'r signals requiredo 

The second instruction digit passes f'rom SR to the Second Instruction 

Digit Auxilia17 Function Table, from which a selector signal, "DS", Is sent 

to UNISERVO "n" (where Dn" is 1. 2, 0009, -). If' the selected UNISERVO is 

tree (not engaged in a read, write, or rewind operation), the selector signal 

is returned as an "FIR" signal, a "BIR" signal, or both. The PIR signal is 

retumed it the last instruction tctha.t UlfISERVO involved forward tape movement. 
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Tlw 8IR signal denotes prior backward tape movemento The return or both 

signals indica tea that the tape ie in the rewound com! tiODo 

The FIR~ EIR!) F and B signals are sent to the "Reversal Mamor;y"o It the 

combination of signals iDdioates that the tape is to move in the opposite 

direction from its last movement, a delay ot 006 second is interposed to 

permit realignment of the tape-tensioning controls for the new direction of 

lDOvetnent4ll 

The Fm, BIR,; R and W signals are sent to the "First Block Hemorrno Pre-

sence ot both pm and BIR indicates that the block to be read is the first 

h1Lock on the tapeo In ~Ghis case, a delay ot 10 0 second 1s interposed pre

ceding the execution of a (forward) read inStruOtloIlo The delq is 105 

seconds if' the instruotion is "write"o In either case, the 1:4>e is started 

a t the regular time f but the reading or wri t1Dg is held up until the end ot 

the delay periodo 

The R signal is sent to the "Read Interlock" 0 If 8. pr-evioue read in-

struction is still in progress, action 1s delayed until its eompletioDe The 

W signal is sent to the nwri te Interlook"" which delays execution of the in-

struotion t if necessary 9 uutl1 a previous write operation 1s complewd", 

The "Interlock Release" produces the ffIRP" signal. as soon as the Read 

Interlock or the Write Interlock perroits0 This signal is sent to the Control 

CirCu1 ts to set llJ.me Out and step PC, thus in! tiating the execution of the 

tape :i.nstructione On the last stage of' PC; for the partimUar tape instruction!) 

an ending pulse is produced, which clears PC, steps CY~ sets Time Out, and 

prepares 8ft for tho next instruCtioDo AI though not accomplished in this manner, 

Interlook Release may be considered to produce the eDding pulse 30' milliaeco:cds 

later than IRPo 
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"Read Forward" is activated by' the R and F signals, and the ending pulse 

as soon as JS rmi ·tted b~· the 00 6-88co or the 1 0 0-seco delay, it e1 ther is pre

sento "Read Bac1.'Vard" i,l similarly' controlled b7 the R and B signals, and 

the ending pulse and eith~r delaro "Write" is controlled by' the W and F 

signals, and the ending pulse subject to the 006-S8Co or the 105-8eco de~so 

The two rewind instructions are subject to the Write Interlock and Re

versal Memo17o The other controls for these instructions have been omitted 

160 The Read Instructions 

Referring to Figo 2, a "read \' instruction energizes the Reading Heads 

at the earliest time permitted by the interlock and delq controlso The 

pulse combination (1-'1 pulses) cODE'rtituting each cOJ1I)uter digit is transferred 

to "Initial Digit StorageR as each gl'OUp of magnetic "spots" canst! tuting the 

digit passes under the Reeding Heads. An eighth pulse, called the "sprocket 

channel pulse" is present in each dig! t pulse group on the tapeo This pulse 

is delayed appro::;drnatel1' one minor cycle atter being read from the tape, and 

is then used as a control signal, TFPAo r.rFPA causes the transfer ot the 

incoming digit from Initial Digit Storage t.o Final Digit Storage, and acti-

vates the Preeessoro '!be Precessor is etfoctively a one-word register con-

taining a single pulseo At the output of ·~e Precessor, this pulse appears 

as the TFPB signal at the proper instant to cause the transfer of each in

coming dig! t from Final Dig! t Storage to one of the two Synchronizer Input 

Registers (SIll or SII2). These registers are used alternately, the alter

mtion being produced by a Binar.v Counter. The tirst incoming digit is the 

"'sign" digit, aDd this 1s placed in the last digit position or the circula

ting "wordft in SIlo For each succeeding digit, the Precessor pulse is ad-
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vanced seven pulse t1mes e so that the new digit is placed in SII inmedlately 

ahead of its prodecessoro When all twelve digits have been accumulated, the 

Preeesaor pulse has been advanced sufficiently' to appear at a second output 

ot the Precessor to be released as the TPPC signalo TWC initiates the 

transfer of the completely assembled word from the appropriate SYl to 

Register I, and steps the Binary CoUllter to alternate the Sf I registerso 

(One SII register 1s fUling from the tape while the other transfers 1 ta word 

to I. J 

The channel and word posi tioD in I, which :receives the incoming word 

from SIIl or SYI2t is determined by the reading of the Synchronizer Input 

Counter (SIlO) and the Input Tank Counter (nO)o Both counters are cleared 

to decimal zero at the beginning of each read 1nstructiono The '!'FPC signal, 

indicating fl word completely assembled in SYI, steps SIIC. The reading of 

SIIe is cO»1>ared with that of TOO (in the MemoI7 Switch). On coincidenceS! 

the ,.,ord is transferred to that channel ot I determ1.ued by the reading ot 

ITCo When ten words have been transferred, SIIO em! ts a carr;y pulse which 

steps ITO, and then clears S!IC 1 tselt 0 When the 59th word haa been trana

ferree. to 10 a spacial circuit is activated which terminates the read operation 

(normally after the 60th word haa been read) as soon as a period of ODe milli

second elapses \11 thout a new dig! t being reado This cirelli t produces a 

signa1~ "RE", which stops the tape, de-energizes the Reading Heads, and. 

after a delay or 7 milliseconds, resets the Read Interlocko The special 

circui t is also designed to produce an error indica tiOD and prevent the re

setting of the Read Interlock if the 60th word is not co~leted or if a ?21st 

digi t is read before the end or the block is reachedo 
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It e. "read backward" instruction 1s being executed, the Precessor timing 

is altered to· reverse the order in which incoming digits are accumulated in 

BYIo The readings ot SIlO and ITO are complemented on read-out, and thus 

cause the incoming words to be assembled in I in the reverse ordero 

It a "3n" or t14n" instruction is being executed, the previous contents 

of I are emptied into the Demory' 0 This process is controlled b.Y SYIC and ITO 

tor Register I and by the Control Register, static Register and Memo17 Switch 

tor the MeDX>17o Associated with CR is a timing circuit which causes "10" to 

be added to the IOOmory location number held 'tv OR eV817 eleventh minor qcleo 

If CT is on l' , the lett instruction is augmented; it CI is on 6 , the right 

instruction is a.ugmented. Ac tuall,. , the word in OR is sent to the adder and 

the Sl1m returned to OR on eve17 minor cyeleo The timing circuit provides 

decimal zeros as the second adder input on the first nine cycles ot each ten, 

and ·000010 000000" or "000000 000010" (cr on Y or 6 It respectivel,.) 8S the 

second adder input tor every tenth minor cycleo Each time SYIC reads n9n , a 

s'_gnal is sent to the Control Circuits to step PC, set TO, clear m and set up 

the modified tape instrudtion in SR, thus selecting the Dext memo17 channel to 

receive the ten words from the next I channelo When PC reads"8", the FT signals 

calling 'lor the transfer from I to melDOI7 are terminated, and the tape reading 

beginso For a "30n or "'40" instruction, the ending pula e terminates the entire 

opera tion, as no tape reading is called ror~ 

170 The Wn te Instruction 

The write instructions "Sn" and "1n" bring about the recording of a block of 

data on UNISERVO nn" at 100 or 20 pulses per inch, reepective179 The six channels 

of memory are selected by modif1ca tion ot the instruction in OR 88 described tor 
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the read instructions 3n and 4110 The channels in Register 0 are selected by 

the Ou·tput Tank Selector OTCa When the Interlock Release (Figo 1) produces the 

002 signal, the block ot data is transferred from the memo17 to 00 After all 

six channels of 0 have been filled, the tirst word ot .the first channel is 

transferred to SYOJ. 0 This \iOrd is then transferred to sr~ and the second word 

to SfO:to (See Figo 3)0 

A "Start Wri t1ng" signal is sent to the OUtput SynchroD1zer when the tape 

haa come up to its proper speed and the Dri ting Heads have been energizedo This 

signal ClAuses a series ot pulses, called TFPD to be producedo For the 5n instruc

tion, the TFPD pulses are produced once eNery two minor cycles (less ,., pulse

times) i which produces a densi t,. of' 105 pulses to an inch ot tapeo The 7n 

instruction records at Q rate one-fifth as fast. 

the "Start Writing" signal starts the Precessor so that the Precessor 

pulse wlll appear at one output (as a TFPF pulse) at the correct instant to 

transfer the "sign" digit from SY02 to Digit Storage. The TFPr pulse re-enters 

the Precessor so as to appear at this same output seven pulse-times earlier on 

succeeding minor oycleso The Precessor pulse arrives at a second output (as a 

TFPE pulse) after the completion of the writing of the digit (initiated as soon 

as the digit was sat up in Digit Storage), and resets the flip-flop in Digit 

Storaga prepara.tory to the receipt ot the next d1g1 to Thus, the twelve digits 

of the word in 8Y02 are successively recorded by the Wrltiug Heads. The 12th 

TFPF pulse (called TFPG) restarts the Preceesor tor the next word t clears SI0:2 t 

and ini tia tea the transfer of the \lord in SYOJ. to SY~ and also the next vord 

trom 0 to SYOJ. 0 SIOO and arc control the output of 0 to SY02 in a DtaDner 

similar to the control of I by SYIC and rrco The transfer ot the last word frcm 
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o to SY<l;2 initiates the generation of a "Write Ending" (WE) pulse, which 1s 

sent to the Central Input-Output Gircui ts (Fige 1) to reset the VIr! te Interlock 

and provide the ending pulse to the Control Circuits to terminate the write 

operatioDo 

180 The Read Tape Opera tiona 

Returning to the example and the coding on page 28, the lett instnlction ot 

line 020 is "12 000"0 The first instruction digit, nln, causes the R and F 

signals to be emitted from the First Instruction Dig! t Auxiliar7 tunction Ta:ble 

(see F1gQ 1)0 In conjunction with PC-l, this digit also stimlates the FT signals 

required to initiate the interlock tests prior to a read tOl'\.,ard operationo· The 

second instruction digit, "2t1 , causes the "25ft signal to be sent to UNISERVO Noo 21) 

which we will assume 18 in its rewound conditiono Hence, both signals FIR and 

BIR will be returned to the Central Input-Output Circuits, and, together with 

R, will ac·t1vate the First Block Memoryo The R signal finds the Read Interlock 

rGset, as no read operation is in progress, and hence, the IRP wUl be produced 

and sent to the Control Circuits to set TO and advance PC. Although not acoom

plished in this manner, the First Block Mamo17 may be considered to delay the 

production or the IHG2 signal for 100 secondo 

On PC-2, :f\1rther FT signals are produced to initiate the read forward 

operation (as soon as IS rmi tted by the 1.0 seoo delq) and to provide an ending 

pulse to parmi t the computer to proceed to the next 1netructiOl1o Since UNISERVO 

N00 2 is free, the F signal starts the tapa in motiono However, the Reading 

Heade are not energized until the end of the first-block delqo When this , 

delay has expired, the IRG2 signal, in conjunction 1dth the R aDd F signals, 

cause the Reading Heads to be energized and the read operation to be s'tartedo 
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The block of data from T2 1s now read into It as already' describedo 

Meanwhile, the right instruction ".31 120" bas been set up in SR at the 

beginning ot the 5 cyclso The first digit, "3", together with PC-l, produces 

the FT signals to initiate the interlock tests and the R and F signalso The 

Read Intel'lock has not been reset, as the previous read instruction is still 

in progresso The second digit, "1", causes the 18 signal to be sent to UNISERVO 

Noo 1, which returns the FIR signal only, since the first block ot Tl has been 

reade The Reversal Memory is not set, since the combination F and FIR indi-

cates no reversal is necessar,y for UNISERVO No. 10 

The Read Interlock prevents !!!% further operation of' the computer until the 

completion ot the previous read iDstructiono Eleven milliseoonds after the RE 

signal is omitted by' the Input Synchronizer (denoting the coq>letion ot the 

block), the Read Interlock is reset t and permits the present instruction to be 

carried outo 

The IRP' now advances PC, whereupon new FT signals cause the contents ot I 

to be transferred to 1200.0179 in the »311017. PC is advanced each ti_ a 

channel has baen transferred, so that the augmented instruction in OR will be 

set up in SR to select the next Memory channelo This transfer requires 66 minor 

cycles or approximately 204 millisecondso PC Is nov reading "8", and a third 

set of FT signals clear SYIO and ITCo The ending pulse initiates the execution 

of the next instructiollo A 3 .. ;-IDS delay', initiated on PC-2, 1s inserted prior 

to star"ting tape movements, to allow time tor the rel.qs in the selected umSERVO 

to pick upo Thus, the transfer from I to the Memory is completed before the 

tape starts to moWo A second delq of 6-ms 1s now inserted to allow the tape 

to coma up to speed and then the Reading Beads are energized and the Input 

SynC'.hronizar is stimulated to read the block into 10 
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The chosen block ot raw data is DOW in the mamo17, aDd the new block ot, 

instructions is in I" The lett instruction in line 021 (30 (60) transf"ers the 

block of instructions from I to 060".0119 in the MellC1'7o Again, the Read 

Interlock will delay the execution of this instruction until the completion of 

the previous reado When "0" is the second instruction digit, no "nS" selector 

signal is presento Instead, a signal is sent from the "on line ot the 2nd 

Instruction Dig! t Auxiliary FT to the Interloc)c Release, which replaces the FIR 

or Bm signal, and thus actuates the Interlock Release as soon as the Read 

Interlock is reseto 

190 Supervisory Control Operation 

The right instruction of line 021 (50 400) causes the contents or 400 to 

be printed on the Supervisory Controlo The "5" causes the 1st Instnlction Digit 

Auxiliary FT to generate the W and F signals, and the nO" replaces the "DS" 

signal as previously describedo As this is the first write operation, the 

Write Interlock is tree and the IRP and IRG2 signals are produced by the Inter

lock Release without delayo 

The .0'" line or the Auxiliary FT also controls the "lOa" line of' the Main 

FT t whioh, in conjunction with "5", produces FT signals which altar the normal 

output aequenceo HSB2 is connected direct17 to sy~, and ·Cl" from channel 40 

1s read to SIG,a at TSG RO" 0 'lbe "Start Wri ting" signal produces the ini tiel TFPD, 

aDd starts the Output Synchrcnizer Precessor, which t in turn, sets up the "sign" 

digit of ai in tbeDigit Storage flip-tlopso The TfPE signal tram the Precessor 

clears these nip-flops, which have been supplyiDg the digit pulse to the printer 

decoding table, from which the solenoid which actuates the selected type bar 1s 

controlled 0 Just before the type bar strikes the platen on the printer t a 
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contact is closed which produces a "Go-ahead" signal 9 which becomes the next 

TFPD to s timula ta the P:reoeseor to produce a 'lFPF 0 This '.l'FPF causes the next 

digi·t f'rom SY02 to be set up in Digit Storageo '!be printing proceeds through 

the first 12 digitso When the "Go ahead" signal following the 12th digit is 

returned to the Synchro.n1zer it causes a 13th digit (an "ignore") to be set up 

in Digit Storageo This is pl-inted as an "x", it the switch on the printer is 

set to ROheck Print"; otherwise, the character has no ettecto Atter a 40 p.,s 

dela)", a WE (Write Ending) signal is givGn which terminates the operaUono 

:a'efore the printing of 01 had begun, an ending pulse was obtained from a 

FT aigna.l set up by PC-2 and "5", so tha t the computer could proceed with the 

next instruction pair without waiting for the completion of the print operatioDo 

2U Record Transfer of Control 

Line 022 (R 119 - U (60) is a combination ot particular usetulness in pro

grammingo '!be R instruction causes the reading of C (now 023) to be placed in 

memory location 119 as a U instruction (000000 UOO023)o 'Ibis is accomplished 

by reading out ot Cfrom two gateso The first, open during the first three 

dlgit-tj.looS of the TS minor cycle Sl allows the three digits circulating in C 

to reach HSBlAo The seeomt open for the entire minor C7cle except the first 

three and sixth digit-times" provides deoimal zeros plus "Un in the sixth digit 

posi tion to BSB2A from CUo The U ins'truction then transfers the dig! ts "060" 

to 0, so tha.t the next instruction selected will come from 0600 

It is assumed tha t the lines 060-118 contain a routine which processes the 

data contsined in 1200 00179 t placing the results in 4800005390 When line 119 

1s reached, the transfer instruction U will return control to line 0230 
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The lett instruction ot line 023 (55 480) causes the block ot data begin

ning with 480 to be recorded on T 50 It the Supervisory Control printer has not 

completed the printing of "1 t the Writs Interlock will dals)" the IRP trem the 

Interlock Releas80 Assuming UNISERVO Noo 5 is rewound, the 58 signal will be 

retUrned as both FIR and BIR, so that the First Block Memo17 will impose e. 105-

HOOD! delay betcu'a the "Start Wri ting" signal.1s producedo The tape on tmISERVO 

100 5 wl.ll be started 305 milliseconds after the IRG2 aignal is generated It 

During this .3 c 5 milliseconds period, the six channels of memo17, 48-53, will be 

transferred to Register 0, controlled by SIOO aDd orCo After stimulation b7 the 

"Start Writing" signal, the Precessor will regulate the successive word transfers 

from 0 to Slot and from Sf OJ. to SY~, as well as the digit transfers from SYt2 to 

Digit Storage and trom the latter to the Reading Headso An odd-even check is made 

during the final. transtera An even pulse count in 8ZrI' recorded digit will cause 

an error Deon on the Superviso17 Ccn.trol to be lighted, and will also prevent the 

resetting or the Write Interlocko 

Should a "bad spot" occur on the tape, its presence 1s indicated by a 

punched hole, which is detected by' a photo-cello This photocell 1s located, 

with respeot to the Writing Heeds, so that the first digit aDd last words may be 

recorded without intertereneso The recording ot ~ other word 1s delayed 00 1 

second following the last hole detectedo 

When recording tor tapes to be used in the ,tape-to-card device, a 10 

millisecond delay is interposed after every ten recorded wordso This delq is 

ccntr:>lled by' a selector button on the &lpervisor.Y ControlQ 
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As previously explained" the 5n instruotion produces denai ty ot approxi

ma tely 100 pulses to an inch of tapeo The 7n instruction is executed in the 

aama manner as the 5n instruction, but TFPD pulses are produced at a rate only 

one-tifth as fast so the t the tape may be used Jd th a UNIPRIN'l'ER to print out 

its datso Hence, the right instruction of line 023 (76 480) recorda oD'16 the 

same block just recorded on T5' except tor the lover pulse density 0 The execution 

of this instruction is held up by the Write Interlock untU the previous Wri to 

instruction has been completedo 

220 The Rewind Instruction 

Line 024 (61 000 - 86 (00) produces the rewinding or 1'1 and 'l60 The 

execution of the rewind instruction requires either the FIR or the BIR signal 

fran the selected UlISERVOo (If both are received, the tape 1s considered 

already rewoundo.) In the present case Tl is tree, but T6 1s still receiving 

data trom the 76 instruction of line 0230 

2.3" The Breakpoint Instruction 

The instruction '" ,0 000" (breakpoint) is decoded as a nsldp'l if the Break

point Std tch on the Superviso17 Control is set to "Normal n.., When this swi teh 

if} set to ~·Breakpointnj the computer will stopo The stop is effected by' oetting 

the Step flip-flop, which prevents the TO nip-flop from resettingo Thus, the 

ccmputaT remains :tn Time Out until the "Start" bar on the Supervisory Control 

koyboard is depressedo 

In the present example, the breakpoint vas supplied to halt the computer 

if no more data. 1<;as to be processedo Assu.ming that such is not the case, the 

Breakpoint Switch would be set at normal and the instruction i8 then interpreted 

as a sldpo 
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The right instruction n10 043" calls for a word typed on the Supervisory 

Control, to be placed in memory location 0430 The Supervisory Control Input 

(SCI) Switch is in its normal position. The Input Synchronizer serves the same 

function, ioeQ, to assemble the digits of the typed word as it does for words 

read from a tape. The "go ahead" signal from the keyboard becomes the TFPA to 

initiate the reception of a digit. After twelve digits have been typed, the 

Word Release key is depressedo This causes the printer to print a "period", 

produces the RE signal, steps PC, and terminates the typing operationo On PC-3, 

the word is transferred from SYI to the Memory (043), by-passing I, on the 

following TS cycle. The HE signal initiates the same ending delays (4 ms and 

7 ms) used in tape reading. 

The left instruction of line 026 (10 026) is executed in a s'imilar manner, 

aft~r the Read Interlock is reset at the conclusion of the previous 10 instructiono 

A ne\r1 value of Y1 vlould be typed into 043, and a new instruction pair (or the same 

one) may be typed into 0260 The ne,,! instruction pair will not be carried out at 

this time, since the current pair is in CRt and hence the stop instruction, 

"90 00017
, will next be carried out. This instruction, like ",0", sets the Stop 

flip-flop and prevents Time Out from ending until the Stop flip-flop is reset by 

the Start baron SoCo 

250 Tape Reversal 

Ret.urning to the test of line 018 I If 0i > Wo t control is transferred to 

line 027Q The instruction pair "23 000 - 40 120" causes T3 to read (the tape 

running backward) into I t and then the contents of I are read into the Memory e 

Assumin.g UNISERVO Noo 3 had last operated in the forward direction, the combin

ation of B (from "2") and FIR signals at Reversal Memory will interpose a 006 

second delay before the tape motor is startedo This time is required by the 
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balancing circuits which control the tensioning loops, in order that the correct 

tension be applied to the tape for the new direction of movemento The "4.on 

instruction operates exactly as the fI.30n instruction" and 1s 1ntel~Changeable 

with ito 

Line 028 (11 000 U 021) causae the new block ot instructions fran Tl to be 

read into I and than transfers control to 021 where these instructions are read 

into the MamoI7o The main sequence of instructions is now carried out, as already 

describedo It would have been proper to use the instruction ".31 120", in place 

of the two instructions, "40 120" and "11 000". The same results would have been 

achieved, and in a shorter time intervale 

Returning to the test or line 019: :r:r 01 & wo' control 18 transferred to 

line 029, \lhere the next block of T4 is read to 1200 •• 179, the new block or 

instructions is read to I, and control 1s then transferred to the main routine 

at line 0210 

260 Chacko 

The computer is provided with several types of checks to detect and locate 

computer errorsQ ''I'he basic check is that of the oddness or the pulse count on 

o8ooh cOl'lputer digito Eight binary counters are employed for this purpose: one 

on the minuend input of ona of the duplicated Adders, one on the subtrahend input 

of the other duplicated Adder, one on each of the duplicated High Speed Busses, 

two on the input flip-flops of the Input Synchronizer, and two on the output 

flip-flops or the Output Synchronizer. Each counter is designed to energize 

an error cil"cuit should any computer digit sampled be found to contain an even 

number of pulseso 
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There are a number of duplicated un! ts in the computer, the pulse trains 

of' each ot which are continuously compared in a like-unlike checkiDg circui to 

The A,F ,L and. X Registers, the Adder, the comparator, BSB2A, and a portion of 

the Cycling Unit are duplica tedo Many elements in the remaining un1 ts are 

duplicated and error circuits are associated with them to stop the computer 

and indicate the source ot the error by lighting a DeOD on the Supervisory 

Control 0 

The Function Tables are designed to decode the checking pulse, and hen~e 

each output line requires an odd number of' input lines to excite ito A even 

pulse combination, therefore p results in no excited output line, and the computer 

stalls 0 The stall is detected by a delay flop as socia ted wi tb CY, which recovers 

if no pulse is sent to advance CY during a 2-second interval. The stall is 

irtdicated by a neon on the Supervisory Controlo 

The Memory contents are subjected to a Periodic Memory Check every three 

fWcondso Each tank is read into the HSB, the HSB checker sempling each digit 

to insure its oddnesso The PH: occurs on 'T -time, thus interrupt1Dg the LOrma! 

sequence of instructions until completedo The MQC is used to count the minor 

cyoleao By clearing MQC to binary zeros, the carry is deterred until the 13th 

minor cycle, thus insuring that every digit in a channel 1s su.1}leoted to the 

chccko 
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